Honey Jam Canada
2016 Photo Highlights!
Goals: to provide mentoring, educational, networking and performance opportunities
which the can use as a springboard to connecting emerging female talent with the
people and companies that can help to turn their musical ambitions into reality.
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In the pages to follow we’ll take you through visuals from the 2016 Season including
the auditions, launch, workshops, concert and artist performance & development
opportunities!

2016 Review
We had a great season where artists from across Canada took part, including from Ontario,
Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec, British Columbia and Nova Scotia and representing a diverse range of
genres including pop, hip-hop, rap, R&B, soul, dance, country and folk.
What’s New?
•We added new artist opportunities including song demo sessions with Slaight Music and the
chance for an artist to participate in a 10 week Artist Entrepreneur professional development
program offered by Canada’s Music Incubator (CMI) at Coalition Music.
• Through TD-sponsored events at Union Station, we were able to provide a larger number of
performance opportunities
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•We added a new panel of “Live Sound” to our one-day workshop at Harris Institute

• For the first time we added a post-concert event called “What Now?” A 2-part event, the first
section was a panel featuring an artist and her manager with a moderator who spoke with them
about experiences in the early stages of the artist’s career imparting instructive practical
information to the audience about how to navigate their careers following their Honey Jam
experience. There was also a Q&A. The second part of the event was a Mentor Cafe featuring
reps from a variety of areas including: music journalist, publicist, agent, songwriter, publisher,
manager, A&R, vocal coach, grantwriter, funder, lawyer, stylist, producer, Social Media expert.
Each attendee had approximately 10 minutes to spend with each mentor.
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Auditions
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The Honey Jam live auditions took place at Toronto’s Revival Club Theatre. Auditions were
also accepted online from across the country via video submissions.
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Launch & Artist Interview with
Tasha the Amazon

Tasha the Amazon - Interview Feedback
• Amber J - The artist interview was extremely informative. Hearing about Tasha's journey of
signing vs. Not signing was insightful. I appreciated Tasha's realness and openness to speak
about the challenges as well as the success. I would have loved to hear more about the journey
into breaking into production and what the process of that looks like. I thought the interview was
a 10! The way it was facilitated to the openness of the conversation. Loved it.
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• Madison –It resonated with me when Tasha was talking about being in a band but then getting
out of the contract and going on her own. I play both solo and in a band so I can relate to the
decision of whether to play with a band or on your own. Also, about being yourself and not letting
people try and change you and things like that especially in the industry was also something that
resonated with me. I was doing an A&R showcase last year and the rep who was there had told
me she would work with me if I dropped the harmonica, but I felt like that my harmonica was a
part of who I was, my sound, persona, etc., and not something I wanted to loose because of the
industry.
• Esma I really related to the drive and ambition that Tasha has and the hard work put in. Also,
how important it is to have a team around you and that you can do many aspects yourself of
what a record label can do, that is why I opened my own label. Not to say that a future goal is not
to partner with a major, but you need to build from the ground up yourself in this new music
industry. I learned about a music marketing book that she read and went by, which I am going to
read. I also liked how Tasha touched on that woman are multifaceted and we have many sides,
yet the industry seems to like to categorize and put you in one box.

Workshop - The full day
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of session featured panels on
Funding, Artist Management, Songwriting, Media, and Live Sound

Workshop Feedback
•Haviah Mighty My favorite session was the 'Behind the Music' session because it was most
relevant to the things that matter for my overall career. I loved that the other sessions focused on
the live aspect, and had more information that directly applied to the Honey Jam performance. But
the Behind The Music segment focused on many avenues I am currently studying, from
management to booking to mastering services. The Live Sound segment was a close second and
dug very deep into the technical side of live sound, mic patterns, feedback etc. I thought that was
very neat and very educational.
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•. Madison- Michael's and Lisa's sessions were my favourite because I found them the most
useful to me and were both entertaining to listen to. Songwriting: I loved Andrea's vibe.The idea
to write in a messy space but edit in a neat one was something I had never really pondered before
but will definitely try. Media: I enjoyed the structure of her session. It was really fun hearing her
stories. I learned some tips on writing my bio that I'm going to use such as not just having the
facts, but including interesting bits of story as well. Behind the Music: I learned about the average
costs of hiring various people for the recording process and about being a signed vs. Independent
artist. Live Sound: I learned about Equalizers and am definitely going to do my homework with
one. I am also in the process of buying a new mic, so I talked to her after the session about mics
and gained a lot of information on that as well. She told me to email her and we could go over my
specific needs in regards to sound/style and what kinds of mics/amps would be best suited to
sppport. Also, I learned that there are some things I should mark on my setlists and stage plots to
make the sound engineer's job easier.

Workshop Feedback - 2
•.Sanae: My favorite session was Michael Sonier's session (Behind the Music) because I found

it the most informative. I enjoyed learning about the music business and what who would be
good to have as part of my team. I also liked learning about what producers do and what mixing
and mastering is. And I liked when he said to find people who are excited to work with you. I
think when people have good energy, they create good work. Songwriting: I learned more about
how to songs are structured. Media: I learned to be more concise and specific with the
information I share in interviews to prevent my statements from being taken out of context.
Live Sound: I learned how I can introduce myself to sound technicians and ask for what I need
before I perform.
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•Keisha : I most enjoyed the songwriting session because Andrea broke down her process of
writing and gave us practical tools to apply to our writing. We learned the process of overcoming
creative blocks, how often you should be writing if you want to consider yourself a writer, and
how approach writing with song plots in mind in order to write from different perspectives and
create variety in your work. Media- I appreciated Karen’s advice on how to approach media
when pitching project campaigns, and press releases because these are things I haven’t yet
dealt with in my career. It was also great to hear advice on how to conduct yourself with media
during interviews. Behind the Music- I liked Michael’s very blunt opinion of the industry. I watch a
lot of artist interviews and it seems a lot of artists have a similar point of view as he does when it
comes to dealing with the industry, and protecting oneself. I don’t feel he was being cynical at all,
just practical and realistic. I learned the average pricing for the recording of a project, which is
something I didn’t know.
•
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Concert

2010

Concert Feedback
•Vanessa - I am so thankful, as well as grateful to be a part of Honey Jam 2016. It was the highlight of my
summer, and a great way to show the world that I'm back, so thank you so much for this opportunity. The
connects we made, getting to perform at such a professional venue, and for me because I won the Demo
session prize, definitely making that connect. I was so excited to be up there, and forgot about all the stress, and
panic attacks I had experienced on that day. The best part for me was learning how a professional show should
go down from when you should be back stage, to the media, and to performing. It was exciting seeing how big of
a crowd came out to support.
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• Ramy -The best and most beneficial part of the concert was definitely getting to connect with such a diverse
group of people in the local artist community and promoting ourselves as artists. The whole thing was super
smooth, the staff was incredibly helpful and talented, and it started on time. The sound system was great, the
venue was great, the crowd and the acts were amazing. On the night of the concert, I met Giuseppe from ONQ
Live Entertainment who gave me his contact information. I haven't done any interviews. Overall, I think that the
Honey Jam concert was one of the best organized I've been to, with some seriously amazing talent and the most
kind and efficient people. The entire thing, from meetings to rehearsals to showcase to the other artists, was a
priceless set of experiences that I'll take with me throughout my whole life. I am so lucky to have been chosen
for this opportunity and to have met all of you.
•Chanda Holmes - it was an amazing experience. Honey Jam is crucial for us female artists. The mentorship,
comraderie and the chance to do what we love at that calibre is beyond amazing. if you ever want to hold
auditions in Montreal, I would be happy to help orchestrate it. I loved the sisterhood between all performers,
being able to perform with a quality band and the great organization of the events.

Concert Feedback - 2
•Keisha -The most beneficial part of the concert for me was performing in front of a city outside of my
hometown. Not just any other city but a music hub like Toronto. I was a little disappointed in my performance due
to nerves and therefore I don’t feel like I connected with the audience which is something I strive for. It was
definitely a huge learning curve for me in terms of navigating my performance for a large unfamiliar crowd. I’ve
performed outside of my hometown before in New York, but never for a showcase as large as Honey Jam. I’ve
also performed for large crowds in my own hometown, but have had the comfort of “home” to rest on which I
didn’t realize was a factor until I hit the Honey Jam stage. I learned a lot that I will implement in shows in the
future. You guys did a great job organizing it. Everything ran very smoothly, Tika was an amazing host, and the
girls all killed it. The experience overall was such a great one! I have met so many people, made new
friendships, as well met people in the industry that actually had a chance to hear Elise Mariah for the first time!
This is incredible! I'm sad it's all over and cant wait to try out again next year. Thank you so much once again
Ebonnie for this amazing opportunity and for making this summer the best summer ever! I'm so grateful for
everything Honey Jam has done and was so honoured to be part!
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•Amber J - The most beneficial part of the concert for me was learning to work with the band and being
comfortable working with them in front of an audience. I would rate the concert experience a 10. The best part for
me was just stepping into my comfort zone performing in front of a large crowd without my guitar and being able
to see where there are areas I need to work on. What challenged me the most was just trusting that the band
and I would be on the same page about the performance. I did make some contacts at the concert but still
waiting to see what comes of those connections. For me I thought the experience was a really great stepping
stone. It was awesome to connect with a group of passionate women who are talented and working towards
great things encouraged me to work harder. I am currently working on finishing recording my EP and have just
finished writing my full Album. So a lot of recording in the future for me. Thank you so much again for the
opportunity. Honey Jam has pushed me to realize that not only do I want to dedicate my life to music but that I
can do it and be successful if I am willing to work hard.
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Post concert panel and mentor café - What Now?

What Now? Feedback
•Haviah - SATES relationship with Click showed me the ideal interpersonal relationship an artist
should have with her manager. I learned a lot about what a manager should know about his/her
artist, how close the relationship should be, the types of things a manager will tell their artist vs.
the things they won't concern their artist with etc. Her journey is interesting because of her
musically inclined and involved family; it was interesting to learn that she came from blues and
jazz, yet her sound manifested into an authentic rock sound! I loved how candid, open and honest
SATE was. She was very real, very sincere! I thoroughly enjoyed the interview/discussion. We had
a lot of time to ask questions, and I felt any question I didn't ask, was asked by another attendee.
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Re: the Mentor Café – I was able to speak with over 6 mentors. I learned about grant writing, I
learned about my FACTOR results and how to get the jury’s feedback and I spoke with a Booking
Agent about the things I should prepare myself for, leading up to possibly involving a booking
agent. I also spoke with a producer, an artist and a songwriter who gave me tips, more so on the
creative side, of things I can do for my upcoming album release and beyond that! The knowledge
and information with these industry folk was completely unguarded and honest! I learned a lot,
having the opportunity to sit face to face with people in this industry and have the ability to discuss
anything, back and forth! The Booking Agent, grant writer and Factor Funding were definitely the
most impactful.
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Press 1
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Press 2
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Press 3

Artist Performance Opportunity – Fridaee
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won a trip to Barbados to perform, attend workshop and
experience the island

Artist Opportunity – Amber J was the
recipient of over $5,000 of Yamaha
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Equipment for her home studio

Artist Opportunity – 3 artists were able to
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attend Canada’s Walk of Fame Awards
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Educational Opportunities – over 30 of
our artists past & present were able to
attend the OVO Summit

Artist Performance Opportunities -TD Union Summer Launch
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– Honey Jam Alum Nefe was invited to perform and received media exposure and
opportunity to share the stage with established artists

Artist Performance Opportunities - TD Union Summer – we had
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a full day of featured acts along with an info booth to promote the
programme and our upcoming showcase

Artist Performance Opportunities -TD Union Subway -
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artists benefitted from great exposure with posters in the subway
terminal the week of the performance

Mayor’s Roundtable– we were honoured to be invited to this event that
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gave us the opportunity to meet potential sponsors and network with other
organizations and industry reps
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Alumni News
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Alumni News - 2

2010

2016 Sponsors

Contact Info
For more information Contact:
Ebonnie Rowe (647) 930-6289
honeyjaminfo@gmail.com

www.honeyjam.com / twitter & Instagram: @thehoneyjam
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“Honey Jam is an amazing stepping stone in terms of the goals that I’ve set for myself as an artist.
It’ as really built a reputation for itself so I’m very humbled and blessed to be a part of this
experience, this family. The people here are very loving, very giving and supportive. I think for any
female artist in Canada, Honey Jam is one of those things that, if you can get there, you know
you’re moving forward. It opens a whole new network of opportunities. Honey Jam is where
creativity and artistry meets advocacy and support for women. It has given me a lot of perspective
in terms of what I need to do, and having those concrete goals really helps when you want to go
somewhere. From finances to tax tips to media interviews, it’s all wonderful knowledge, and it’s all
very valuable, because I’m just starting out and this is just the beginning of the journey for me.
Also, knowing that we all have similar struggles like accepting yourself and building confidence.
Knowing that other artists have similar obstacles as you is very helpful so I don’t feel alone, and
it’s just amazing to have that kind of support.”
Honey Jam artist Victoria Sol

